A standard to directly link workflow systems across companies would enable several things. First, it would let Acme configure its purchase order workflow to automatically start the order process at Dell. Second, when the order fulfillment process is done, Dell would send a standard notification back to Acme, allowing the process to advance to the next step, which is to receive the shipment. Finally, at any point during the two processes, Acme employees would be able to follow a link from their internal workflow system to the process at Dell. This is what we call Internet-scale workflow. There is no practical limit to how many different companies and processes can be linked because each server supports only a small part of the overall process, referring to other parts through Uniform Resource Identifier-(URI-)style links. Although many companies have linked their information systems for business processes, the interfaces are nonstandardized and require custom programming. The Wf-XML message set and protocol currently being defined by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) attempt to provide a simple protocol that enables interaction between requesters and providers of workflow-type services.
EVOLUTION OF WORKFLOW STANDARDS
The WfMC, an organization of vendors, users, consultants, and researchers, has become the primary standards body in the workflow management system arena. The WfMC's Workflow Reference Model, defined in 1994, describes the architecture of workflow-based applications and workflow management systems. 1 Another article outlines the WfMC's standardization program. 2 
Workflow Interoperability Specification
The WfMC Workflow Interoperability standard defines an abstract protocol for peer-to-peer interaction of workflow enactment services, potentially across business domain boundaries. 3 The standard supports a scenario where an activity in a workflow process hosted by an enactment service is realized by a subprocess hosted by another enactment service. A typical example is an interenterprise workflow, such as those found in supply-chain interactions. The standard provides interoperability on the workflowprocess level only; internals of a process instance need not be known across business domain boundaries.
A workflow process has a set of attributes to define the operating context of the workflow process, a set of attributes to represent results produced during the process's lifetime, and a property to represent the current state of the process. The standard defines a minimal state model that includes the states running, completed, and terminated.
The standard defines the content of requests sent by a service requester to a service provider to control and monitor the enactment of the remote process. These requests include The Coalition has defined a binding of the standard, which uses asynchronous interaction via email as the transport, with MIME encoding of the information to be exchanged. This MIME binding of the standard 4 specifies the protocol for exchanging interoperability requests and responses via email, taking into account e-mail's unreliability as a communication vehicle.
Several workflow management system vendors have applied the MIME-interoperability standard in prototype workflow engines. In addition, the WfMC has defined a set of test cases for proving conformance with the standard. Work to establish an independent conformance test laboratory (for this and other WfMC standards such as Wf-XML) is ongoing at the University of Muenster in Germany.
OMG Workflow Management Facility Standard
The OMG Workflow Management Facility standard (also known as the jointFlow specification) is based
on WfMC standards. 5, 6 The specification defines a framework for distributed workflow applications in the world of business objects. It enables interoperability of workflow process components, monitoring of workflow execution, and association of workflow components to resources involved in a workflow process. The basic model features a workflow service requester and a workflow service provider. Several primary interfaces are relevant to our discussion. In conjunction with the WfRequester interface, it also allows for interaction between a main workflow (containing the workflow activity) and another workflow application (implementing the task defined by the workflow).
The standard also defines interfaces for worklist handling (WfAssignment and WfResource) and process auditing (WfEventAudit). It does not attempt to standardize workflow process definitions; however, a request for proposal (RFP) for extensions to the Workflow Management Facility to standardize these definitions is in development. The OMG workflow standard defines a unified object model covering the various WfMC standards (except process definition). This object model provides the base for future evolution of the WfMC standards. The simple workflow access protocol (SWAP) initiative and the Wf-XML message set are examples of this evolution. Figure 1 illustrates how the workflow systems of the three companies in our example scenario could be integrated using these standards.
Simple Workflow Access Protocol
The SWAP proposal attempts to define an Internet-based workflow access protocol to instantiate, control, and monitor workflow process instances. 7 SWAP was envisioned as a binding of the jointFlow object model and related WfMC standards to an HTTP-based interaction protocol. The basic idea of the SWAP proposal-rendering interaction between components of workflow applications as XML-encoded messages-provides an excellent base for adapting the WfMC standards in the area of message-based enterprise application integration.
The SWAP object model defines four types of Internet resources: Observers, ProcessInstances, ProcessDefinitions, and Activities. These correspond to the WfRequester, WfProcess, WfProcessMgr, and WfActivity interfaces of the OMG standard.
A workflow system represents a process instance as a collection of tasks. Conceptually there are two parts of a task (shown as halves of a circle in Figure  1 ): the upper part, representing the request for and description of the task; and the lower part, representing the fulfillment of the task.
In a workflow system coordinating human work, the system describes the request for the task, while a person performs the task. For automated tasks, the workflow system makes a request for a task to an external program. Invoking a subprocess on another workflow engine is like invoking a task on an external program-the fact that accomplishing a task involves a set of finer grained tasks is not an issue at the upper level. Therefore, to achieve workflow and tool integration on the Internet, SWAP defines a protocol such that the two parts of the task can be at different Internet locations.
All SWAP interactions involve HTTP request/response pairs with XML encoding of the information in both directions. The proposal builds on the WebDAV extensions to HTTP to communicate workflow operation requests. 8 The SWAP proposal was presented to the Internet Engineering Task Force at the 43rd IETF meeting in December 1998. SWAP was successfully used to process vendor information requests in a prototype linking the U.S. Department of Defense Joint Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistics Support program (JCALS) workflow engine and the IBM MQSeries workflow engine in different areas of the General Dynamics Electric Boat Division offices. 9 Other vendors have also implemented SWAP. Netscape implemented a preliminary version in its Process Manager. If requested using a particular HTTP method, Process Manager returns an XML structure describing the process's state. Fujitsu implemented a version of SWAP in an EDI-based product. This product extended the basic processto-process interaction to include asynchronous creation of process instances, a batch request to create processes, and a "follow-on" process specifier for chaining processes.
Wf-XML SPECIFICATION
The lessons learned from early SWAP implementations led to the initial submission of the Wf-XML specification to the WfMC in April 1999. The specification represents the next step in the evolution of workflow interoperability standards.
The Wf-XML specification enhances some of its predecessors' capabilities, providing s a structured and well-formed XML body protocol that consists of message structures containing headers and data; s synchronous or asynchronous message-handling capability; s independence from transport mechanisms; and s easy extensibility through the use of XML and dynamic workflow context data.
For interoperation between systems using Wf-XML, an interoperability contract (which is outside the scope of the specification) must define each system's expectations and requirements. Typically, the contract addresses issues of connectivity, security, and the context and result data format associated with a specific workflow process definition, as well as the process definitions whose invocation can be requested.
Logical Resource Model
The concept of interoperability among workflow systems can be extended to include interactions among other types of systems and services. These systems are considered generic services that consist of a number of different resources. The resources can be implemented in any fashion, so long as they are identifiable and can interact with other resources uniformly, receiving requests for services and returning appropriate responses. Individual interoperable functions are termed operations. Each operation receives a set of request parameters and returns a set of response parameters. Operations are divided into groups based on their context. As in SWAP, the primary groups of operations required for interoperability are ProcessDefinition, ProcessInstance, and Observer.
s A ProcessDefinition creates an instance of a service. It describes the basic functions of the service and is uniquely identifiable by interoperating services or service requesters. s A ProcessInstance represents the actual enactment of a given ProcessDefinition and has its own resource identifier. Each ProcessInstance is unique and exists only once. Once created, a process instance is started and eventually is completed or terminated. s An Observer allows a process to communicate status changes such as its completion or termination.
In a typical interaction, the requester, or Observer, invokes the CreateProcessInstance function on a ProcessDefinition resource, which returns a handle for a new ProcessInstance resource. During execution of the process, the Observer can make requests to GetProcessInstanceData on the ProcessInstance, or can invoke ChangeProcessInstanceState to interrupt or terminate the execution. The ProcessInstance invokes the ProcessInstanceStateChanged notification to inform the Observer of any changes of state (including process completion) and to pass result data. The interaction among resources via these operations is shown in Figure 2 .
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Definitions and example XML message content for these operations can be found in the sidebar "Wf-XML Operations" on the following pages.
Wf-XML Message Set
Every Wf-XML message is an XML document instance, conforming to the XML 1.0 specification. The root element is the WfMessage tag, which can contain three elements: WfTransport, WfMessageHeader, and WfMessageBody.
WfTransport contains transport-specific and userdefined correlation information, which is returned without modification in the response messages. This element is needed to support asynchronous messaging but is not required with synchronous messaging.
WfMessageHeader contains tags useful to all operations (such as whether the message is a request or a response) and contains the following elements: WfMessageBody provides operation-specific data. For a request message, it contains the OperationName.Request element, which defines request parameters. For response messages it contains the OperationName.Response element, which holds potential response parameters or an exception returned by an operation.
Wf-XML has some built-in data types for describing parameters. In particular, Wf-XML enforces representation of all date and time values as Coordinated Universal Time-(UTC-)based timestamps to ensure interoperability between workflow engines in different time zones. Instance-specific data types can be binary, Boolean, integer, unsigned, float, double, string, date, URI, or XML.
When a process definition is instantiated, the context of the resulting process instance is initialized using the ContextData element. The ResultData element represents the output parameters of a process instance.
The Wf-XML specification leaves the precise syntax of the context data and result data elements to the parties involved in workflow interoperation. The standards described in the sidebar, "E-Business Standardization Efforts," are example specifications that could be used within the ContextData and ResultData sections. WfMC will synchronize with and use standards such as these as they mature.
Actual business use of Wf-XML will require security mechanisms to protect the data from snooping and to prevent unauthorized manipulation of the processes. The exact mechanism for safeguarding Wf-XML interactions will depend on the transport chosen and will be specified as part of the interoperability contract between requester and service. In HTTP-style interactions, secure sockets layer (SSL) is sufficiently strong for most uses.
Transport Bindings
Although the Wf-XML specification defines the XML data content required to communicate effectively between workflow engines, the method of transport for these messages (for example, HTTP, e-mail, CORBA, or IIOP) is left to the solution providers.
Because of the ubiquitous nature of HTTP, the WfMC has specified HTTP as a core transport mechanism for Wf-XML messages. When using HTTP, the communicating workflow engines are considered HTTP servers. The Wf-XML messages for all operations are integrated as input or output data with respect to HTTP interactions. Specifically, an operation is encoded in the HTTP method Post. For Wf-XML, Post is directed to some URI and uses exactly one MIME body part for input and exactly one for output.
s The resource key is the URI to which a Post method is directed. s The Wf-XML request is the request message body for input. 
Wf-XML Operations
The following operations are defined in the current version of the Wf-XML interoperability specification 1 :
CreateProcessInstance, in the ProcessDefinition group, is used to instantiate a known process definition. The instance will be created with a context-specific data set according to the input data, and started. Consider a company Acme Manufacturing ordering a computer through another company, Dell Computer Corporation. When the Acme Manufacturing workflow engine generates a message to the Dell workflow engine, it starts a known process. The message is encoded in XML using the CreateProcessInstance operation as indicated below. If the CreateProcessInstance operation is successful, then a resource identifier for the new process instance will be returned as the response parameter. This response parameter is called ProcessInstanceKey. The response message will be encoded as follows. The GetProcessInstanceData operation is used to retrieve the values of properties defined for the given process instance resource. To check the priority data element of the process instance in the scenario above, the following request message will be encoded in XML. The ChangeProcessInstanceState operation modifies the status of a given process instance. For example, a user may decide to terminate the process before it is completed. This means changing the state of the process instance to closed.abnormalCompleted.terminated as follows. The response message will return the resulting state of the process instance as follows. The ProcessInstanceStateChanged operation from the Observer group notifies the observer of state changes of a process instance. In the example above, when the process is terminated, a message will be encoded in XML to notify the Observer of the termination of the process and supply the results of the process: Content-length is determined by the length of the Wf-XML request or response, respectively. s Authentication is accomplished through the standard HTTP mechanisms, ranging from certificates to "no authentication for 'public' services." Requests that need to be authenticated are normally performed over an SSL connection.
Wf-XML STATUS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The Wf-XML specification was promoted to beta status at the WfMC meeting in December 1999, and version 1.0 will be released as an official WfMC standard in May 2000. 10 The initial version of the Wf-XML specification defines a minimum interoperability message set only. Future versions may include additional operations to support s retrieving a list of instances for a given process definition, s setting the values of any number of properties for a given process instance resource, s registering a resource with another resource to be notified on status changes and event occurrences, s retrieving the list of events that have occurred on a particular resource, and s sending event notifications to registered observer resources.
In addition, protocol bindings will be added for non-HTTP transport mechanisms, such as message-queuing systems. The current Wf-XML specification supports the actual interaction of business partners. In e-business interactions, this is the final stage of a more complex process that also includes identifying potential business partners (information gathering) and establishing an interaction contract with them (contract negotiation). Future versions of the Wf-XML specification will also attempt to provide support for the information-gathering phase by providing XML messages that support introspection of process definition interfaces.
Wf-XML does not define a standard for business process interfaces; rather, it provides a language and protocol that enables interaction among such processes. We assume that in the near future, process interfaces (such as the structure of context and result data) will be established between individual companies. However, there are many emerging initiatives that attempt to standardize schema for information exchanged in interenterprise business interactions, interfaces of services used in these interactions, or even cross-enterprise business processes. The WfMC expects to synchronize the Wf-XML specification with such standards as they evolve.
Our vision for Wf-XML is reflected in a statement by the JCALS Infrastructure software manager:
E-Business Standardization Efforts
No single standard can address all aspects of interactions between business partners in an e-business scenario. A variety of standardization efforts that deal with specific facets of the overall problem are ongoing. Business-to-business protocols are being defined and standardized for capturing different business models and processes. "All future workflow integration efforts by the JCALS team with outside workflow vendors are envisioned to utilize the Wf-XML specification in order to simplify integration efforts and to maximize design/code reuse. By capitalizing on the Wf-XML specification, we will be able to provide timely solutions in a more cost-efficient manner. In addition, as more products, such as commercial PDM packages, adopt the standard, we will be able to easily expand our integration efforts and arsenal of features to our end users." s
